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What’s New in QuizXpress 7
This document describes the exciting new features offered to you in QuizXpress 7 and QuizXpress 7.1.
The following (major) enhancements are included in version 7:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Undo/Redo support for most commands in QuizXpress Studio
Move and resize video elements and support for using a video as the slide background
A new Quiz Wizard to help you creating questions and rounds in your quiz
New beautiful graphical slide styles (various neon based styles, TV Show, Music Speaker)
Support for multiple graphical themes in the quiz player (to be selected in Quiz Setup)
4K support and automatic screen resolutions
New Regular- and Trivia-Bingo rounds with the Smart Buzzer mobile app version 1.6 and higher

The following major enhancements are included in version 7.1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bingo enhancements
Emoji Bingo
Word games
Buzzerpad web mobile buzzer enhancements: support for all types of questions!
Repeating audio fragments after revealing an answer
Edit questions and countdown time during a quiz
Nearest wins question
Flexible text question judgment

You can read more about the version 7.1 enhancements in the What’s New in QuizXpress 7.1 section at
the end of this document.

Undo/Redo
QuizXpress Studio now has the long awaited Undo/Redo functionality. Use Ctrl+Z or Ctrl+Y to undo/redo
the last operation. This is available for most commands such as moving elements around on the slide,
deleting elements, changing the background picture etc. It is not supported for configuration options
such as setting delayed answering or other commands that can easily be undone manually and it does
not work for values you change using the advanced properties grid. When you save your quiz, the undo
buffer is flushed.

Enhanced control over video elements
In previous versions it was not possible to resize or move video elements on your slides due to technical
limitations. In QuizXpress 7 you now have full control over the position and size of the videos. You can
even let the video play in the background of the slide. To do so, select a template that has a picture
placeholder and select the video you want in the background. Tick the ‘Background’ checkbox in the
ribbon or open the advanced properties panel (VIEW -> Properties) and set the ‘Is slide background’
property to ‘True’. The video will now play in the background of your slide during the quiz (note that any
set background color/image will be ignored in this case). You can shrink the video element and place it
somewhere in a corner of the slide so it is not in the way of the other elements.
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Setting the Is slide background property in Studio

How it looks in the quiz

Quiz Wizard
With the new Quiz Wizard you are guided while adding questions or creating entire rounds to your quiz.
You can now for example very easily create a Jeopardy Board round including all the slides with the
correct settings in just a few mouse clicks. Or when you have a folder of MP3 audio files, the Wizard can
create an entire Music bingo game from those files using the embedded MP3 tag so set the correct
answer. You find the new Wizard in Studio, on the HOME tab, in the Magic section.

New slide styles
The following new graphical styles are available in QuizXpress 7:
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Music Speaker

TV Show

Neon Diner

Neon Tubes

Neon Warm

Neon Cold

Neon Street

White Neon

Black-Black

Black-Colored

Paper Sheets
The styling system also has also become a bit smarter in that in it automatically scales down the entire
panel when the box does not allow for enough space to maintain the integrity of the style.

Quiz Player themes
The quiz player now supports different themes being QuizXpress Classic, QuizXpress 2022, Dark Theme
and TV Show . For example you can switch the player to dark theme in Quiz Setup, on the Screens tab,
section Appearance:
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When selecting this theme, the quiz player will look like:
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Or, when using the new ‘TV Show’ theme the main screen looks like:

There are new slide styles to match the new themes in the quiz player to make a harmonious and
professional appearance. Obviously the QuizXpress ‘Classic’ theme is also still available. We will add
more themes over time.
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Automatic screen resolutions and 4K support
In versions prior to version 7 you had to manually select the screen resolution at which the quiz play
would be running. In version 7 you can still set the resolution manually but by default the system will
automatically select the right resolution for the monitor the quiz is started on:

Also, in previous version high DPI 4K setups where not supported, in version 7 you can run your quizzes
on 4K monitors. Note that the system will need to scale up the images as used in your quizzes and may
appear a bit blurry due to that. This is expected behavior. You can influence the quality of your slides by
setting the Quiz Properties to Ultra High Quality in Studio while designing your quizzes and use images
with high resolutions:

Regular and Trivia Bingo support
In QuizXpress 7 we introduce the game of Bingo. You can play the regular 75 ball number Bingo as well
as a modern and exciting type of Bingo combining Trivia and Bingo. Your license must support the use of
mobile apps in order to play Bingo with your audience. The module will be a onetime purchase, just like
the other minigames we offer.
Your audience joins the game using the new QuizXpress Smart Buzzer app that will present their Bingo
card, allow them to mark cells and claim a Bingo when they have a matching pattern. The game supports
up to 5 different patterns per round.
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Bingo cards can contain both numbers, pictures and text. See the screenshot below for an example
Trivia Bingo card (Disco Bingo type of game) as presented in the Smart Buzzer app:
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Creating a regular Bingo game in QuizXpress
To play a Bingo game in your quiz, you add a Bingo round when designing your quiz file.
When creating a regular number Bingo game, all you need is one Bingo slide. In the Studio Quiz Slide
gallery there is now a new addition:

When clicking this entry, a new Bingo round slide is inserted:
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By default, the type of game is set to Trivia Bingo. To change it to regular Bingo, click the Regular Bingo
button in the top-left corner.
Now you can configure some aspects of your game:
Patterns
Each game can be played for up to 5 patterns. Per pattern you can configure the points to win for a valid
Bingo claim and the points to lose for a false Bingo. In the Studio Ribbon you can configure up to 3
patterns. If you want more, open the advanced properties pane and configure the other patterns there
(or click the “More patterns” button). The following patterns are supported by QuizXpress 7:

In QuizXpress 7.1, the number of patterns has been extended and it’s even possible to define your own
patterns! Please refer to the below section ‘custom bingo patterns’ for more information.
Advanced Options
Auto advance after claim – when this option is enabled, the game will move on automatically after a
Bingo claim. When not enabled, the game waits for the host to advance.
Virtual caller – when enabled the played numbers will be spoken by the computer (default Windows
voice synthesizer)
False Bingo mode
With this option you configure what happens to the player claiming a false Bingo
•
•
•

Continue playing – nothing happens, the player can play on and claim another Bingo
Exclude for pattern – the player must wait until someone else has a valid bingo and the system
switches to the next pattern.
Exclude for round – the player is excluded for the rest of this Bingo round.

Previewing your Bingo card
By right clicking the slide and selecting ‘Preview’ you will be presented with a preview of a (random)
Bingo card.
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When you run your quiz and the system enters the Bingo round, the following screen will appear (in this
example a custom background was set in the Bingo slide):

Top left you see how many balls are remaining, top right shows the current pattern being played for.
Every time you hit the space bar or next in QuizXpress Director a new ball is played.
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Creating a Trivia Bingo game in QuizXpress
The starting point for a Trivia Bingo round is like that of a regular game; you insert a new Bingo round
slide. For a Trivia Bingo round however, you will have to create the questions that need to be inserter
after the Bingo slide, and you have to terminate the round with an end-of-round slide. As each card has
24 cells to fill, you need at least 24 questions. It is advised to create more questions as it results in a
better distribution and more randomness of the cards. For example, when you only have 24 questions
each card will have ‘Coverall’ at the last question and everyone will have Bingo.
The type of questions supported in a Trivia Bingo round are number, text, letter and open questions
with a single picture (this will result in a picture bingo cell).
To create text cells on you Bingo card use the ‘open question’ slide template:

And set the Input mode to Number, Letter or Text:

This will result in a Bingo cell with the correct answer as set for the question. Number or Text does not
make much difference but for Letter only the first letter will appear on the card.
To create a picture Bingo card cell, choose the following layout:

Click the picture and check the ‘Hidden’ flag in the ribbon (see screenshot below). This will make the
picture hidden when presenting the quiz to the audience and it will appear on the Bingo card as a
picture cell (you can still also show the picture during the quiz but this will make the answer very easy to
find on the Bingo card).
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When done with creating your questions you can preview your card by right clicking your Bingo slide and
selecting Preview.
Below is an example:

When running your quiz, as soon as your Bingo slide is presented, the system creates a set of random
cards and distributes them among your players.
For Trivia Bingo there is an option to randomize the slides in the Bingo round so they appear in a
different order every time you play the quiz. See screenshot below:
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It is possible to customize the picture that is shown in the center of the Bingo cards and use your own
image. For this, select the Bingo element on the Bingo slide, open the advanced properties pane, click
the ‘Center image’ property and click the three dots properties to select an image file:

You can use this to promote your own brand.
Other options
Blanks:
To speed up the Bingo round you can opt to introduce blank cells on the cards. To enabled blanks, open
the properties view in Studio (VIEW->Properties on the ribbon), select the Bingo slide and lookup the
property named Blanks per row:
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This value indicates the amount of blanks cells per row on your card. It can be a value between 0 and 4.
When specifying a value of 2, the Bingo card on the mobile device will look like:

The empty cells act as wildcards when evaluating a Bingo claim. So by just marking 4, 41 and 68 the
player could claim a Bingo for a horizontal line. When playing with blanks one should consider what
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patterns to play for. E.g. playing for a vertical line might not be such a good idea as there could be
columns with only 1 cell to mark. Also more complex patterns like diamond shape might never be
achievable with certain cards.

Bingo claim handling:
When a player has marked enough cells to complete a pattern, he/she makes a claim by hitting the
Bingo button on the mobile app. This results in the player’s name showing on screen and a 3 second
countdown while the system validates the claim.

After validation a thumbs-up or thumbs-down is shown (on the mobile app as well)
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On a valid Bingo, the player wins points (if configured) and the system switches to the next pattern.
When there is no next pattern the round ends and the quiz continues at the end-of-round slide.
Claim handling:
There are two options for handling a Bingo claim:
Only the fastest: only the first player to claim a Bingo will be handled. When it is a valid Bingo the
pattern will switch and the other players have to wait until they have a Bingo for the new pattern
Everyone claiming: all the claims made in a few seconds after the first player claimed are handled. If
there was one valid Bingo the pattern switches to the next pattern after the claims are handled.
Handling multiple claims looks like:
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Live card view
In Director, on the teams tab, there is an option to view the current Bingo card of the selected player.
The card also shows which cells have been played already, marked in green.
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Other Bingo functionality:
There are some constraints when creating your Bingo round. For example, it is important that there are
no duplicate cells on the card. The system has a built-in rules checker that checks your quiz before
saving:

It does this automatically for text questions. For picture cells you will have to do this yourself; make sure
not to include two questions with the same picture.
Bingo currently only works with the QuizXpress Smart Buzzer app and you cannot play it with the
buzzerpad website (this will be available though in the near future). We may add support for paperbased Bingo cards later too.
When a player disconnects from your quiz or loses connection to the session, the Bingo card and marked
cells are not lost. When joining the game again, the card will be presented like it was when
disconnecting. Also, should the quiz player crash, you can restart the quiz, recover from the stored
snapshot and continue the Bingo round.
Custom Bingo caller voice
When enabling the Virtual Caller option, by default the Windows voice synthesizer is used to speak the
numbers. You can however create your own voice files. To do so, create a subfolder in the QuizXpress
application data folder (“%appdata%\quizxpress”) named ‘bingo’. In this folder, create mp3 files for each
number to speak (e.g. 1.mp3, 2.mpr, 3.mp3 etc.) and optionally a file ‘welcome.mp3’ that will be played
when the Bingo starts. The system will now play these files when a new ball is drawn.
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Smaller enhancements
Swap screens
In QuizXpress Director there is now a new command button to swap the Director and main quiz screen.
This function is very useful when the quiz starts on the wrong screen (when your computer has multiple
screens). Note that you can always configure the screen to run the quiz on in Quiz Setup. You find the
new button here:
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Video timer and pause/resume
In Studio you now see a video playback timer to help finding the start- and end time of your playback
settings and you can pause/resume the video from the ribbon menu.

Numeric ranges and text variations
For full text questions you can now enter variations for the correct answer (to support different
spelling), separated by a semicolon. For example when setting "doughnut;donut" as the correct answer,
both 'doughnut' and 'donut' are considered correct. For numeric questions you can now enter an
inclusive range like "80-90". All values in the range count as correct answer. A new ‘Test’ function has
been added to validate your input.
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Configurable slide transitions
When going from one slide to the other QuizXpress by default uses a random selected animation. There
was already a possibility to influence this by editing the skin.config file. Now this has been made a bit
easier by allowing you to specify a transition override in the advanced slide properties.

You can open the advanced properties view in the ribbon, section VIEW->Properties

Auto-exclude dropout players
When running quizzes with big groups it often happens that after a while some players leave. When
doing so they stay active in the quiz and they keep showing up in the scores, the vote charts, the
response grid etc. In version 7 you can automatically disable players that have not answered the last X
number of questions. There is a new setting in Quiz Setup, on the advanced page to enable this:
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As a host you can re-enable players any time in Director on the Teams tab.
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What’s New in QuizXpress 7.1
QuizXpress 7.1 again contains some very exciting new features! You can read more about these in the
following sections.

Bingo enhancements
QuizXpress 7 saw the introduction of Bingo. Version 7.1 offers several new BINGO options!

Change Bingo patterns during a Bingo session
In QuizXpress Director, it is now possible to change the patterns of a Bingo round along with some of the
other Bingo settings during a quiz (before the round is started).

Custom Bingo patterns
The number of ‘out of the box’ Bingo patterns has been extended with three new fixed patterns (double
horizontal line, double vertical line, horizontal/vertical/diagonal line). Next to this, it is now possible to
define your own, custom Bingo patterns with the new pattern editor in Studio
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Emoji Bingo
Next to classic number Bingo, music- and trivia Bingo, QuizXpress now offers the latest in Bingo
technology: meet Emoji Bingo!
Bingo balls will not contain a number, but a symbol selected from the set of the most popular emoji’s. As
a presenter describe the emoji that is shown to the audience. Hilarity guaranteed! The emoticons drawn
are also shown onscreen if you use an external screen.

With this addition QuizXpress now supports the following Bingo flavors:
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To support these new Bingo features in the Smart Buzzer app we have released new versions to the app
stores. Make sure your players have version 1.8 or higher before using any of these new Bingo features

Buzzerpad enhancements: support for all types of questions
To play along with a quiz using mobile devices, players can use the Smart Buzzer app or the buzzerpad
website. Until now, the buzzerpad website was a virtual replacement of a QuizXpress keypad, having 6
fixed multiple-choice buttons and a fastest finger button. This prevented the use of letter, number, and
text questions. Besides this, the user experience for giving multiple- and ordered answers wasn’t
optimal.
From version 7.1, the buzzerpad website has become more like the Smart Buzzer app, meaning you will
see the question and all answers, and you can use all extended question types (numeric, letter and text)
in a quiz. Please find some examples of the new buzzerpad site below:

Login screen
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Fastest finger question

Multiple choice

Multiple response

Bonus points

Text response

Numeric response

Scores

As the mobile keypad runs in a browser when using buzzerpad, no app has to be installed on your
phone. Besides this, it can run on any device that is capable to use an internet browser.
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Word games
Word games are here! Word games includes several types of letter games of which you see some
examples below. Word games can be used for fastest finger questions or text response questions as well
as for ‘everybody can answer’ types of questions (with diminishing points over time so that quicker
correct responses are rewarded with more points). The word games design can be fully customized to
your liking.

Guess a word or sentence that is slowly
being revealed over time.

The above is also available in the classic
‘wheel of fortune’ layout.
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Guess a word or sentence that is slowly
unscrambled over time.

Word wheel game, where players must
puzzle out where the word starts, using also
the inner letter.

Wordsearch, search one of more words in a
letter grid
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Replay an audio fragment/song phrase after revealing an answer
If a question contains audio, it is now possible to indicate that the audio needs to be replayed after the
correct answer has been revealed. This can be done indicating a certain timeframe, allowing you for
example to play the chorus of a song at the reveal of the correct answer.

Live tweak of countdown time during a quiz
You can now tweak the countdown time while your quiz has already started. For example you discover
that the time per question that you had planned for is not suitable for your audience. You can now
adjust that in Director.
Go to the Questions tab and click the ‘Edit timing’ button. In the form that appears you can select the
questions to change and tweak the countdown by a percentage or value. When happy, click Apply to
updated the questions. Note that the changes only apply during the quiz session. Your quiz file is not
modified.
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Nearest wins question
Numeric questions can now have one winner, the player that is closest to the answer (or multiple
players in case of a shared answer).

Smart Text answer judgment
For textual answers, you can now allow a certain amount of variance to cater for spelling errors. Players
can make small mistakes and the answer will still be treated as correct. Alternatively, you can explicitly
enter all the responses that should be treated as correct.

Smaller enhancements
Fix broken media links
Broken media links are now reported immediately after opening a quiz in Studio. The form below
appears that allows you to fix all links automatically (when all media files are located under the same
root folder) or manually per file.
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Send message to players
From Director you can now send a text message to a player connected from a mobile device:

The message will appear on the players device. When using the modal option, the message waits for
confirmation by the player.

Show full screen pictures on quiz screen during quiz
At any time, you can now show arbitrary pictures on the quiz screen from the Director media tab. Simply
add the image file to the media list, select the picture and click the Play button to show the image. The
Stop button will hide the image
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We hope you will enjoy this new update! If you need any help, found a bug or if you have any
suggestions, you can always contact us at info@gameshowcrew.com , post your messages on our
community forum at https://forum.quizxpress.com/ or visit our QuizXpress support Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/quizxpress/
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